
Well, they say things come in 3's, first Coronavirus, then Brexit and now the Suez
Canal disruption, but there has also been positives - longer days, lockdown lifting

and we are only a few days away from a well deserved bank holiday with a few
Easter eggs maybe! March has been a busy month for Quattro, as we approach
warmer weather, Flexscreed installation picks up, and as always, lots of fitting of
matting in stables. We have also been installing a new home for an animal a little

bigger than your standard horse or cow, the Elephants at West Midlands Safari Park
have a brand new area installed with Flexscreed. 
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We are still working in line with Government guidelines regarding
coronavirus. We have reduced staff in our office and our site men are
working in smaller groups, minimising contact with clients at all times.
Customers visiting the warehouse and office are required to wear 

masks at all times and sanitise hands regularly.

QUATTRO NEWSLETTER

22mm Diamond mats fitted into a Dummy room 

20mm Flexscreed installed to Elephant enclosures

Silage time is fast approaching in the farming calendar and the Equine year has
kicked off with Cheltenham festival this month, one of the biggest dates in the

equine year. Lambs are starting to get out in the fields and sleepless nights checking
stock is probably in full swing for many farmers as they are in their lambing and

calving time.Slurry spreading will be ticking over too. Any maintenance and repairs
will be ongoing, especially to silage and maize pits in preparation for first cut. A lot

 of problems with silage pits and leaking
effluent, such as cracks in concrete or

effluent channels blocked, can be
caused by the silage clamp being filled 

to more than its capacity. 
 

Take a look on Quattro's website -
www.quattrorubberandresin.co.uk at

our resin & maintenance section. Or call
our office on 01768 864977 for more
information regarding which product 

would be suitable. 
 

SEASONAL

PRODUCTS

Our ever popular silage
pit mats, proven to

produce better silage
with their properties.
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